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intimidated. What we do though, as I said, we, even 

	

2 	 coming here today, I wanted to make sure this man 

	

3 	 was no where around here. I called my husband and 

	

4 	 said where do you want me to be. There are ways 

	

5 	 into this office, into the courthouse, that I don't 

	

6 	 have to be out in the public view, but no we have no 

	

7 	 intention of selling and even if we did, he found our 

	

8 	 address before. He certainly could find it again. 

9 JUROR: 	 Thank you. 

10 MR. NEGANGARD: 	Thank you. Any other questions? And urn, Ms. 

Humphrey, I would just remind you that there's an 

	

12 	 obligation not to disclose any of your testimony. 

	

13 	MS. HUMPHREY: 	I believe I understand that. 

14 MR. NEGANGARD: 	Okay, thank you. 

15 MS. HUMPHREY: 	Thank you. 

	

16 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	Okay, let the record show that Sheriff Kreinhop has 

	

17 	 been recalled to the stand urn, and I'll remind you 

	

18 	 that you're still under oath. 

	

19 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes sir. 

	

20 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	Urn, Sheriff, uh, in your investigation, um, I think 

	

21 	 an issue has been brought up about the 357 

	

22 	 magnum. I think there's been some confusion. If 

	

23 	 you want to clarify that the application for the 

	

24 	 handgun and permit was filed after... 

	

25 	MR. KREINHOP: 	...after the divorce was filed. 
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i 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	But we're not certain when he actually purchased it. 

2 MR. KREINHOP: 	That's correct. We are, uh, I'm having my staff 

	

3 	 check those records at this time, however under 

	

4 	 normal conditions, it's not required to register 

	

s 	 firearms uh, so urn, but we're checking. Since he 

	

6 	 lived in Ripley County, we were checking the 

	

7 	 Sheriffs department and uh, it's a voluntary thing 

	

8 	 with the register of your weapon and uh, there are of 

	

9 	 course records kept by the merchant that sells them 

	

10 	 and so they are trying to contact the individual 

	

11 	 firearms dealers in Ripley County as we speak. 

	

12 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	But it's possible he owned that 357 magnum for a 

	

13 	 period of time. 

	

14 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes. 

	

15 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	He just didn't apply for the permit, uh, personal 

	

16 	 protection permit until the divorce was filed. 

	

17 	MR. KREINHOP: 	That's correct. 

	

18 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	And the personal protection permit is what you need 

	

19 	 authorized to carry the firearm on your person, 

	

20 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes. You can carry a firearm in your car unloaded 

	

21 	 to transport from one location to the next without a 

	

22 	 permit. You can keep it in your home and your 

	

23 	 place of business without permits as well. But to 

	

24 	 carry in public or in open view, a permit must be 

	

25 	 obtained. 
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4 

MR. NEGANGARD: Thank you, now before I go onto the next issue, 

does anyone have any further questions about the 

firearms? Alright, uh, Mike, I'm just going, Sheriff, 

I'm just going to go through, there's a number of 

s exhibits you collected as part of your investigation, 

6 Is that correct? 

7 MR. KREINHOP: Yes. 

8 MR. NEGANGARD: And Grand Jury Exhibit 131 is item #3 and that was 

9 a motion filed by Dan Brewington. Is that correct? 

to MR. KREINHOP: Yes. 

It MR. NEGANGARD: And it was filed after the court issued its final order 

12 in the decree? 

13 MR. KREINHOP: That was filed by Dan Brewington in response to 

14 the divorce decree. 

15 MR. NEGANGARD: And uh, did you obtain that from Judge Humphrey? 

16 MR. KREINHOP: Yes I did. 

17 MR. NEGANGARD: We'll show Grand Jury Exhibit 131 is admitted. 

18 I'm going to show you Grand Jury Exhibit 132. 

19 That was item #4 collected by you for today. 

20 MR. KREINHOP: I received that from Angela Loechel. 

21 MR. NEGANGARD: And that was a letter that he had sent around that he 

• 	22 sent to like every attorney in the area? 

23 MR. KREINHOP: Yes. 

24 MR. NEGANGARD: That basically attacked Dr. Conner and Judge 

25 Humphrey. 
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I MR. KREINHOP: That's correct. 

2 MR. NEGANGARD: Or he didn't really accuse Judge Humphrey, or yell, 

3 it said Judge Humphrey ripped my children away 

4 from me without warning, no arrest, no charges. 

5 MR. KREINHOP: There was mention of both the judge and Dr. 

6 Conner in the document. 

7 MR. NEGANGARD: So that is Grand Jury Exhibit 132. I'm showing you 

8 Grand Jury Exhibit 133 and ask if you, and to be 

9 clear, I contacted you for you to begin the 

10 investigation because I was contacted by Angela 

11 Loechel. Correct? 

12 MR. KRE1NHOP: That's correct. 

i 3 MR. NEGANGARD: Judge Humphrey did not initiate any? 

14 MR. KRE1NHOP: No, he did not. 

15 MR. NEGANGARD: Vh, Grand Jury Exhibit #133 is your item #5. Who 

16 did you get that from? 

i 7 MR. KREINHOP: This also was received from Angela Loechel. 

18 MR. NEGANGARD: And that's a letter he sent to the Hamilton County 

19 Department of Family Services. Correct? 

20 MR. KREINHOP: Yes. 

21 MR. NEGANGARD: I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 134 which is 

22 item #6, and ask if you can identify that. 

23 MR. KREINHOP: This is a copy of a letter that I also received from 

24 Ms. Loechel and this had been previously addressed 

25 and received by her from Dan Brewington. 
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I 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you a copy of, I'll show 134 admitted. 

	

2 	 I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 135. 

3 MR. KREINHOP: 	Again this document I received from Angela 

	

4 	 Loechel and it's communication that she had 

	

5 	 received from Dan Brewington including a filing 

	

6 	 that he had made with the Ripley County Circuit 

	

7 	 Court. 

MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 136 and that's 

	

9 	 designated as item #8 in your case report and ask if 

	

10 	 you can identify that. 

MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a document that I received from Ms. Loechel 

	

12 	 and it was a motion to clarify and to reconsider uh, 

	

13 	 that had been filed by Dan Brewington, again with 

	

14 	 the Ripley Circuit Court. 

	

15 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 137 and ask if 

	

16 	 you can identify that. 

	

17 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a motion to grant relief from judgment and 

	

is 	 order filed by Daniel Brewington with the Ripley 

	

19 	 Circuit Court. I also received this document from 

	

20 	 Angela Loechel. 

	

21 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	We'll show that 137 is admitted to the Grand Jury. 

	

22 	 m showing you what I've marked for 

	

23 	 identification as Grand Jury Exhibit 138. 

	

24 	MR. KREINHOP: 	I received this from Angela Loechel as well and it's 

	

25 	 a letter addressed to her from Daniel Brewington. 
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I 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show Grand Jury Exhibit 138 is admitted. I'm 

	

2 	 showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 139. 

	

3 	MR, KREINHOP: 	This also is a document that I received from Ms. 

	

4 	 Loechel and it's a letter to her again from Daniel 

	

5 	 Brewington. 

	

6 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 140, item #12 

	

7 	 of your case report. 

	

8 	MR. KREINHOP: 	1311, this is also a letter and a motion filed with the 

	

9 	 Ripley Circuit Court by Daniel Brewington and I 

	

10 	 received it from Angela Loechel. 

	

11 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing Grand Jury Exhibit 140 is admitted. 

	

12 	 I'm showing you what's marked for identification as 

	

13 	 Grand Jury Exhibit 141. 

	

14 	MR. KREINHOP: 	I received this from Angela Loechel as well and this 

	

15 	 is an intemet posting that she had printed out from 

	

16 	 the intemet and she provided these copies, or this 

	

17 	 copy to me. Dan Brewington was the author of that 

	

18 	 intemet posting. 

	

19 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	Grand Jury Exhibit 143, P11 show you a copy of 

	

20 	 that. 

	

21 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter to Mary Jo Pollack, authored by Dan 

	

22 	 Brewington and I had received this document from 

	

23 	 Dr, Conner. 

	

24 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	And the testimony was that Mary Jo Pollack was 

	

25 	 treating Melissa Brewington and um, this was in 
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November of (indiscernible) and that is uh, she was 

	

2 	 treating Melissa and this was an effort for him to 

	

3 	 contact her. Correct? 

	

4 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes, 

	

5 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing Grand Jury Exhibit 143 admitted. I'm 

	

6 	 showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 144 but I believe 

	

7 	 we already entered that, an application for a 

	

8 	 handgun license. I'm showing Grand Jury Exhibit 

	

9 	 144, that's the application for the handgun license. 

	

10 	 Is that correct? 

	

MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes. That's with the Ripley County Sheriffs 

	

12 	 department. This is the document that I testified to 

	

13 	 earlier. 

	

14 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	Is the date on that 1/22/2007? 

	

15 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes. 

	

16 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	The dissolution was filed January 8, 2007 and this 

	

17 	 was... 

	

18 	MR. KREINHOP: 	...two (2) weeks to the day, yes. 

	

19 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 145 and ask if 

	

20 	 you can identify that. 

	

21 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a motion filed by Dan Brewington for 

	

22 	 correction, this was actually filed by Thomas 

	

23 	 Blondell on behalf of Daniel Brewington with the 

	

24 	 Ripley Circuit Court and it's a motion where they 

	

25 	 have agreed with the custody evaluation. 
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MR. NEGANGARD: 

2 

3 

4 MR. ICRENHOP: 

5 MR. NEGANGARD: 

6 

7 MR. KREINHOP: 

8 MR. NEGANGARD: 

9 

10 MR. KREINHOP: 

11 

12 

13 

14 MR. NEGANGARD: 

15 

16 MR. ICRELNIHOP: 

17 

1 8 

19 

20 

21 MR. NEGANGARD: 

22 

23 

24 MR. KREINHOP: 

25 

Right. This is what Angela Loechel had testified to, 

the agreed order for the custody evaluation. 

Correct? 

Yes. 

It shows both Thomas Blondell was his attorney at 

the time and Angela Loechel signed off on it. 

Yes. It's actually an order from the court. 

I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 146 and ask if 

you can identify that. 

This is a copy of a fax that I received from Angela 

Loechel or actually I believe I received this from Dr. 

Conner and ura, it's a message from Helen Busse to 

her and it was sent to her from Dr. Conner. 

I'm showing you what's marked Grand Jury Exhibit 

148 and ask if you can identify that. 148? 

Uh, this is a letter that Daniel Brewington, I 

received this from Dr. Conner and this was a letter 

sent to, addressed to Anita from Dan and it also has 

an authorization form attached to it that Brewington 

signed. 

I'll show 148's admitted. Grand Jury Exhibit 149, 

can you identify that? This is a document you 

obtained from Dr. Conner. Is that correct? 

Yes, that's correct. This is a letter that I obtained, a 

copy of a letter that I obtained from Dr. Conner and 
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the letter is addressed to Dr. Conner from Dan 

	

2 	 Brewington. 

	

3 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing 149 is admitted. I'm showing you 

4 	 Grand Jury Exhibit 150. 

	

5 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter addressed to uh, Melissa Brewington 

	

6 	 from Dan. I received this from Dr. Conner. The 

	

7 	 next exhibit 151 is a letter sent to Dan Brewington 

	

8 	 from Thomas (indiscernible) from the Affinity 

	

9 	 Center and this was received from Dr. Conner. 

	

10 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing 151's admitted. I'm showing you 

	

11 	 what's marked 152 (indiscernible) e-mails. 

	

2 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is copies of e-mails correspondence between 

	

13 	 Dan Brewington and his then attorney, Tom 

	

14 	 Blonde11 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner. 

	

15 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you what's marked uh, I'll show 152 

	

16 	 admitted. I'm showing you what's marked Grand 

	

17 	 Jury Exhibit 153. 

	

18 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, this is a letter from Dr. Conner to Judge Taal, 

	

19 	 the Judge of the Ripley Circuit Court and there was 

	

20 	 actually two documents attached to this and I 

	

21 	 received these documents from Dr. Conner. 

	

22 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	And those are the copies to their attorneys? 

	

23 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Yes, that's correct. 

	

24 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you what's, I'm showing 153's 

	

25 	 admitted. I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 154. 
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1 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, this is a letter addressed to Dr. Conner by Dan 

	

2 	 Brewington and I received this copy from Dr, 

	

3 	 Conner. 

4 MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing 154 admitted. I'm showing you Grand 

	

5 	 Jury Exhibit 155. 

6 MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dan Brewington to Dr. Conner 

	

7 	 and uh, I received this copy from Dr. Conner as 

	

8 	 well. 

9 MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 156. I'll show 

	

10 	 155 admitted. I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 

	

11 	 156 and ask if you can identify that. 

	

12 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dr. Conner to Dan Brewington 

	

13 	 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner, 

	

14 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 157 and ask if 

	

15 	 you can identify that. 

	

16 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dan Brewington to Dr. Conner 

	

17 	 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner. 

	

18 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	And to be clear so there's no confusion, urn, Grand 

	

19 	 Jury Exhibit 142, Dr. Conner produced these 

	

20 	 pursuant to a subpoena issued by the court. 

	

21 	 Correct? 

	

22 	MR. KREINHOP: 	That's correct. This is a copy of the subpoena. 

	

23 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show Grand Jury Exhibit 142 admitted. I'm • 	24 	 showing you what's marked for identification as 

	

25 	 Grand Jury Exhibit 158 and ask if you can identify 
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2 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dan Brewington to Dr. Conner 

	

3 	 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner. 

	

4 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show Grand Jury Exhibit 158 is admitted. I'm 

	

5 	 showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 159 and ask if you 

	

6 	 can identify that. 

	

7 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dr. Conner to Dan Brewington 

	

8 	 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner. 

	

9 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 160 and ask if 

	

10 	 you can identify that. 

	

It 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dr. Conner to Judge Carl Taul, 

	

12 	 Ripley Circuit Court Judge, and I received this copy 

	

13 	 from Dr. Conner. 

	

14 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 161 and ask if 

	

15 	 you can identify that. 

	

16 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, this is a letter from Judge Taul to Dr. Conner 

	

17 	 and attached to it is an order from the Court and I 

	

18 	 received these copies from Dr. Conner. 

	

19 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show that Grand Jury 161 has been admitted. 

	

20 	 I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 162 and ask if 

	

21 	 you can identify that. 

	

22 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, this is uh, actually three (3) thing. It's a fax 

	

23 	 cover letter. I received all of these from Dr. Conner. 

	

24 	 It's a fax cover letter and attached to it is a copy of 

	

25 	 a letter from Dan Brewington to Dr. Conner and 
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1 	 also attached is an order from Judge Taul. 

	

2 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show you Grand Jury Exhibit, or I'll show that 

	

3 	 162 is admitted. I'm showing you Grand Jury 

	

4 	 Exhibit 163 and ask if you can identify that. 

	

5 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dr. Conner to Dan Brewington 

	

6 	 and I received this copy from Dr. Conner. 

7 MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury, I'll show that 163's 

	

8 	 admitted. I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 164 

	

g 	 and ask if you can identify that. 

	

to 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, 164 is a faxed cover sheet. Attached to it is a 

	

11 	 letter to Dr. Conner from Dan Brewington and 

	

12 	 attached to that are copies of the ethical principles 

	

13 	 of psychologists code of conduct and I received 

	

14 	 these copies from Dr. Conner. 

	

15 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 165 and ask if 

	

16 	 you can identify that. 

	

17 	MR. KREINHOP: 	It' s a faxed cover letter and attached to it is a letter 

	

18 	 from Dan Brewington to Dr. Conner and also 

	

19 	 attached is an order from the Ripley Circuit Court 

	

20 	 and I received all documents from Dr. Conner. 

	

21 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show that 164 and 165 are admitted. I'm 

	

22 	 showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 166 and ask if you 

	

23 	 can identify that. 

	

24 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, it's a letter to Dr. Conner from Dan Brewington 

	

25 	 and uh, it also has attached to it, an additional letter 
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to Dr. Conner from Dan Brewington and I received 

	

2 	 these copies from Dr. Conner. 

	

3 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 167. I'll show 

	

4 	 166 admitted. I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 

	

5 	 167 and ask if you can identify that. 

	

6 	MR. KREINHOP: 	Uh, this is a copy of a faxed cover sheet, uh sent to 

	

7 	 Dan Brewington from Dr. Conner and attached to it 

	

8 	 is a letter addressed to Mr. Brewington issued by an 

	

9 	 Ellen Busse who is the secretary to Dr. Conner and I 

	

10 	 received these copies from Dr. Conner. 

	

It 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show 167 admitted. I'm showing you Grand 

	

12 	 Jury Exhibit 168 and ask if you can identify that. 

	

13 	MR. KREINHOP: 	This is a letter from Dan Brewington to Angela 

	

14 	 Loechel and I received this copy from Dr. Conner as 

	

15 	 welt. 

	

16 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'm showing you Grand Jury Exhibit 169 and ask if 

	

17 	 you can identify that. 

	

18 	MR. KREINHOP: 	It's a copy of a faxed cover sheet and attached to it 

	

19 	 is a letter to Dr. Conner from Dan Brewington and I 

	

20 	 received these copies from Dr. Conner. 

	

21 	MR. NEGANGARD: 	I'll show 168 and 169 admitted. It's five after 

	

22 	 twelve (12:05) and we'll take a lunch break. Let the 

	

23 	 record show that the State has called to testify the 

	

24 	 honorable Judge James Humphrey of the Dearborn- 

	

25 	 Ohio Circuit Court. Mr. Foreman, would you swear 
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